Abstract-The "Goldbach conjecture" is proved by "simultaneous screening of positive and negative sides". And the computational values of "modeling" in various scientific fields coincide with reality, theory, experiment and astronomical observation. The universe is superimposed by the energy of equal positive and negative universe into a coupling strength explosion. After decoupling, the 4% energy is transformed into "matter" and "biological evolution", and it can justify itself. It is pointed out that the natural evolution of the universe exists in the eternal "law of the universe".
I. A UNIVERSE OF MATHEMATICS
Without understanding its language, no one can read the great book of the universe, its language is mathematicsGalileo
A. "Goldbach's Conjecture" (a) Every Even Number Is The Sum Of Two Odd Prime Numbers. (b) Each Odd Number Is The Sum Of Three Odd Prime Numbers.
The narrative is concise and difficult to prove. It is known as the Pearl on the crown of mathematics. [Theorem 2] any even number as the sum of two odd primes of the odd prime number, the limit value is the total number of odd primes after prescribing and constant not less than 1. Checking calculation: Taking the minimum value =6 of the even number, the limit value
B. Positive and Negative one Screening Conclusion
Goldbach's conjecture Xiamen University mathematician Li Wenqing (Chen Jingrun teacher) guide the audit results. Opening an equation to solve the two unknowns is an alternative mathematics and is in the ascendant.If we use the formula (1.3) to calculate the "heavy prime number" table, we call it "double key lock cryptography", "biological DNA sequence", "atomic energy meter", "universe 4% substance" and so on. Can be accurate look up! Implementation of einstein"...... How to set up an aesthetic system that can be expressed strictly by formula "to describe the lifetime wish of the universe with a mathematical formula!" C. Six Hexadecimal 1. "1" is the "concept" of numbers. "1" is not the prime number, is the original minimum unit of things, atomic clock half period cannot show time! Clear concept! Otherwise, a mathematical crisis is inevitable 2. Prime number is the most basic, stable and irreplaceable primitive number of primitive mathematical elements of a thing.
3. Natural integers are divided into even and odd numbers According to the nature of the number, Goldbach conjectures that the mathematical theory is divided into: Each even number is the sum of two odd prime numbers B) every odd number is the sum of three odd prime numbers The minimum common divisor between 2 and 3 is: 2 multiplied by 3 = 6 And is the universe matter mathematical "six-ary"; "Six hexadecimal" can prove "twin prime conjectures" and "Liang Dingxiang's conjecture". (Eight) Six is the most accurate and quickest way to solve dark matter dark energy values II. WHAT IS THE UNIVERSE The predecessor of the universe is only the equal positive and negative energy, the algebra and the zero, and the no dimension is the empty state.
A. What is the "Singularity" of the Big Bang?
There is no matter, no time or space. There are only equal positive and negative energy or the philosophical realm of "unity of opposites" in the universe.
The truth of the "singularity" of the B. Big Bang is
(1) There is no material particle. Where is the volume space of the particle?
(2) There is no big explosion in the universe. What is the energy that makes "the temperature infinitely high"? 
E Energy D. Combinatorial Mathematics
Odd number combination--3 A quark composed of particles: an even number of combinations -producing an atom
The gauge field makes the particles transform each other. Now, the new material particles can be accurately calculated by (1.3).
E. Energy Transmutation into Matter
All things in the universe have the basic law of unity of opposites, and the corresponding mathematics is [positive and 
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  p q An atom consists of a proton p (UUD positive energy) and a neutron q (UDD--negative energy). The neutron is an electron and an inverse neutrino, which is an odd prime number. There is no prime factor and can not be decomposed. It is the reason that the hadron can not get out of the quark, but it can only decay.
FIGURE II. INVERSE SYMMETRIC ROTATIONAL CYCLE DIAGRAM OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE ENERGY UNDER THE CONTROL OF COUPLING STRENGTH EXPLODING UNDER THE TRIGGER OF ANTIMATTER (COSMIC GENE) AND TRANSMUTATION INTO THE MATERIAL UNIVERSE. WITHOUT CHANGING THE MOTION AND ROTATION OF PARTICLES UNDER THE CHARGE CONJUGATION TRANSFORMATION THE COLLISION OF THE TWO PROTONS BECOMES A COLLISION OF TWO ANTIPROTONSTHE COLLISION OF THE TWO PROTONS BECOMES A COLLISI FIGURE III. OTH THE POSITIVE AND THE ANTI ATOMS ARE MADE UP OF PROTONS AND NEUTRONS.THE ELECTRONS IN THE PERIPHERY OF THE ATOM ARE PROVIDED BY NEUTRONS.(NOTE: U QUARKS; D QUARKS)
Material Generation and Evolution "So far, scientists do not yet know where the particle mass comes from," Goldbach conjectured: quarks in particles are matter, while wandering quarks are energy. The quark state determines the quality or energy.
A. The Conversion of Energy into the Production of Material Particles and Atoms
The energy is accelerated in the current accelerator, so that the coupling strength is high enough to decouple the energy of the new particles. Artificial elements such as: 104-111 Rf-Rg This is an empirical study of energy transmutation into matter. In other words, "matter is the crystallizer of energy"
Energy is an invisible thing. We can only measure the voltage and quantity of the energy by modern science and technology; who has no ability or ability to measure the three-dimensional volume and age of the energy? Positive and negative energy is equal or not in contact with (Mathematics expressed as 0), only the positive and negative energy superposition coupling strength explosion, decoupling into matter!
B. The Evolution of the Energy Decoupling of the Big Bang into the Material Process
(1) Under the early weak interaction of the big bang, 3 quarks were gathered and converted into basic particles.mathematical "quality and energy cycle theory": the coupling strength under be concentrated to a proton and neutron in the nucleus (see Figure 8 ). Mass and energy combinations: divided into so-called odd combinations (particles), even combinations (into atoms) Is the "two wave particle dualism", the fundamental reason of material and energy equivalent. What is the difference between a proton and a neutron energy?
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It is the number of peripheral electrons provided by the anti atom. The magnetic field produced by the electronically negative energy is the cause of Universal gravitation (see Figure 9 ).
D. Qualitative Change Caused by "Quantitative Change"
(See Figure 9→10) In the physical universe, antimatter 23%, positive and negative energy account for 73%, and "positive matter" accounts for only 4%. Antimatter is a category of energy that cannot be decoupled, and antimatter (atom) is the shadow of a positive matter, and is a future cosmological gene. It is the N pole negative pressure of the magnetic field. So it's hard for us to get in touch with them. 
F. The Mechanism of Universal Gravitation (See Figure 11)
The explosion is controlled by strong coupling strength. The anti matter atom decoupling community produced by the atoms of a double material, with the energy of the positive particles and the negative particles, can not counteract each other.
FIGURE VI. UNIVERSAL GRAVITATIONAL INTERACTION MECHANISM
It is the magnetic strength B of the material itself, the external gravity strength, and the field of the magnetic field (induction).
The Big Bang is in a state of symmetry and antimatter. But astronomical observations show that today's universe is mainly material! Where did the antimatter go? Mathematics shows that the so-called "atom" is the twin community of positive and negative atoms! This section explains the trend of antimatter.
G. Symmetry and Breaking and Mathematical Mathematics
(1) symmetry is the twin coexistence of a negative atom and a positive atom[   
H. Symmetry Breaking
It refers to the reduction of variability or symmetry in a certain transformation. That is, a certain characteristic of an object is no longer a constant in a certain transformation, and its symmetry is destroyed, so it is called symmetry breaking.
In coupling strength w Under control, the strong force is in (4.3).   
III. ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF LIFE
A "gene" evolved with biological evolution. The genetic information contained in DNA metabolic evolution is the basis of all modern life functions. In the paleontological world, nucleic acids have a catalytic and genetic function that evolved into a genetic code consisting of four nucleotides. Finally, the optimum number of four bases is obtained.
The formation of organic small molecules, organic macromolecules, amino acids, purines, organic macromolecular proteoglycan, nucleic acids, polysaccharides and polysaccharides are the main components of cytoskeleton. All cell walls and nucleic acids are genetic material. on ne e p pe er rs so on n. ." "P Pr ri im me er r v va al lu ue e" " i is s t th he e i in ni it ti ia al l v va al lu ue e C Ca al lc cu ul la at te e i it t b by y (  (1 1. .3 3) )! !
E. Variation
In the mathematical formula of Quantum Biology (1.3): the coupling strength of biological DNA code is different from that of 2 units. The difference of Hatching Temperature determines the sex, such as the crocodile, the appearance and personality of children, and the reasons for their differences with their parents.
Only female and male heterosexual combinations will mutate, and cloning will not mutate or decline! The sum of algebra is produced under the condition of "unity of opposites".
IV. COSMIC LAW
What is the two eternal explanation of the law of Physics Time is the product of matter plus movement; only mathematics can fully clarify the understanding: "mass energy" is eternal; 2, movement is eternal; it is the intrinsic nature of matter and energy. If the speed of light is the intrinsic property of the photon, the "photon" has only energy and no mass.
4. Circulatory immortality -the mating and reproduction of animals, the growth cycle of plants and males and females, the change of social system, and the cycle of quality and energy.
5. The birth and death of the universe 1) Decide on the big bang / black hole struggle, the ultimate black hole to eat out the material
2) The material mass can be 4% to the line ratio, the material universe is just a moment.
F. The First Driving Force
The annihilation of a black hole, including light matter, is annihilated into positive and negative energy from both sides. The explosive force that causes the superimposed coupling of the random positive and negative cosmic energy is--I want to use an animal's instinct to live a good day I dream more about why the natural evolution of the universe is like this
The law of nature is also a two-sided sword.
